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Groundwater dynamics in
intertidal zones of beach
aquifers during salt-
fingering flow

Yunhai Fang1, Jiazhong Qian1*, Lei Ma1 and Huan Wang2*

1School of Resources and Environmental Engineering, Hefei University of Technology, Hefei, China,
2College of Environmental Science and Engineering, Guilin University of Technology, Guilin, China
At aquifer-sea interfaces, submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) and related

chemical loads are closely related to groundwater environment in the intertidal

zone of coastal aquifers. Although unstable salinity distribution in the intertidal

zone associated with salt-fingering flow has been known as a natural

phenomenon for some coastal aquifers, a quantitative understanding of

groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone during salt-fingering flow is still

lacking. This study investigated the movement features of salt fingers and the

response laws of freshwater discharge zone (FDZ) in the intertidal zone,

considering the fixed and seasonal inland conditions. The results revealed that

during salt-fingering flow, the finger was repeatedly generated and detached

from the intertidal zone. Horizontally, the finger moved toward the sea, and the

finger speed first increased at the development stage, then remained unchanged

at the separation stage, and finally decreased at the mergence stage. The

movement speed of salt fingers was closely related to ambient freshwater flow

in the FDZ. In the vertical direction, the finger first permeated downward with a

decreasing speed, and then the upward discharge of fresh groundwater in the

FDZ region with an increased flow velocity pushed the finger upwards with an

increasing speed. In contrast to the results in a stable intertidal regime, the width

of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface fluctuated over time, and the variation trends

possessed a well agreement with the flux of fresh groundwater discharge. This

suggested that the width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface can be used as an

indicator of fresh groundwater discharge, even in an unstable regime, to provide

a basis for field monitoring. The intensity of salt-fingering flow varied over time

under the condition of seasonal freshwater inflow. The mean duration of salt

fingers decreased slightly with the increase of seasonal freshwater periods due to

a decrease in the interface perturbation for the intertidal environment. These

findings lay the foundation for gaining a better understanding of the potential

implications of salt-fingering flow on SGD and related solute transports.
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1 Introduction

Water exchange across the aquifer-sea interface is the result of

groundwater-seawater interactions. Generally, groundwater discharged

from coastal aquifers into the ocean, termed as submarine groundwater

discharge (SGD), is an important part of the global water cycle (Rodellas

et al., 2015). It has been estimated that SGD fluxes may exceed river

inflows on a global scale (Kwon et al., 2014). SGD has been identified as

an important channel of widespread attention for terrestrial freshwater,

nutrients, metals, and carbon to enter the ocean, affecting coastal water

quality and ecosystems (Andrisoa et al., 2019; Starke et al., 2020; Kim

et al., 2022). At the aquifer-sea interface, SGD fluxes, related chemical

loads, and discharge locations are closely related to the groundwater

environment in the intertidal zone of the aquifer (Robinson et al., 2018;

Santos et al., 2021). Previous studies suggest that ocean forces (i.e., tides

and waves) induce an upper saline plume (USP) in the intertidal zone, in

addition to the known saltwater wedge (SW) formed by seawater

intrusion in the lower aquifer (Figure 1A). Fresh groundwater bypasses

the USP and carries inland solutes into the ocean, and the discharge

hotspot is concentrated near the low-tide mark (Lebbe, 1981; Kuan et al.,

2019). Moreover, the difference in the composition of freshwater and

seawater generates geochemical (salinity, pH, and redox) gradients at the

edge of the USP, which is an active reaction region and affects the fate of

inland solutes and chemical loads discharged into the ocean (Heiss et al.,

2017; Heiss et al., 2020). Therefore, it is essential to study groundwater
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dynamics in the intertidal zone for accurately estimating SGD and

associated solute transports.

Groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone are governed by

the hydrodynamic conditions of coastal aquifers, e.g., head

difference, salinity difference, temperature difference, tide, and

wave (Lu and Werner, 2013; Nguyen et al., 2020; Wu et al.,

2023). Previous studies have understood the salinity distribution

in the intertidal zone as a layered and stable structure, with the USP,

freshwater discharge zone (FDZ), and SW followed below the tidal

flats (Heiss and Michael, 2014; Zheng et al., 2022). As the

hydrodynamic conditions change, the USP expands or contracts

in the intertidal zone with an approximate “U” shape (Yu et al.,

2019). Thus, the USP morphology and the intertidal salinity

distribution are stable (Figure 1B). Certainly, there are some

conditions (e.g., a high fresh groundwater flux) where the USP

may not form in the intertidal zone (Evans and Wilson, 2017). The

saltwater in the USP region flows above fresh groundwater,

generating a reverse salinity (density) gradient. Gravity causes this

structure to tend to be unstable. Greskowiak (2014); Shen et al.

(2019), and Geng et al. (2020) proposed and confirmed the

phenomenon of unstable USP using numerical simulations, and

found that in coastal aquifers with gentle beach slopes, the unstable

USP continues to generate salt fingers that subsequently possess a

finger-like vertical seepage, termed as salt-fingering flow

(Figure 1C). Experimental studies of Fang et al. (2021, 2022a) and
FIGURE 1

Schematic diagram of salinity distribution in a two-dimensional (2D) cross-shore profile of a coastal unconfined aquifer (A) with a stable (B) and
unstable (C) intertidal regime. USP, upper saline plume; SW, saltwater wedge; FDZ, freshwater discharge zone.
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Röper et al. (2015) also photographed the flow instability of salt

fingers in the intertidal zone via a lab-scale sand tank. In the sandy

tidal flat of Shilaoren, Jiaozhou Bay, Zhang Y. et al. (2021) and Xing

et al. (2023) used electrical resistivity tomography and hydrological

monitoring to successfully capture the process of unstable USP and

subsequent salt-fingering flow. Therefore, the unstable USP

associated with salt-fingering flow is a natural phenomenon for

some coastal aquifers, which updates the conventional

understanding of the salinity distribution in the intertidal zone.

Flow instability of salt fingers has a significant impact on SGD.

During salt-fingering flow, the FDZ is separated by salt fingers, thus

forming multiple freshwater discharge routes that changed over time.

As a result, the discharge hotspot at the aquifer-sea interface is not

limited to the low-tide mark (Zhang J. et al., 2021). Fang et al. (2021;

2022b) further demonstrated that the phase-averaged SGD fluxes

fluctuated irregularly over time, and the fluctuation was positively

correlated with the intensity of salt-fingering flow. These characteristics

differ significantly from the results under the stable USP regime that the

water exchanges across the aquifer-sea interface are constant with

continuous tide cycles (Greskowiak, 2014). Although a growing

number of studies have revealed the effect of unstable USP on the

SGD fluxes, the current understanding of the movement of salt fingers

remains at the stage of qualitative description and lacks quantitative

characterization. Previous studies have qualitatively described the

movement of salt fingers between the USP and the SW. There is

little published data on the movement route and speed of salt fingers

and the response of FDZ. In other words, a quantitative understanding

of groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone during salt-fingering

flow is still lacking. While quantifying groundwater dynamics in the

intertidal zone is a prerequisite for accurately predicting and explaining

the spatiotemporal evolution of SGD fluxes. In addition, due to the

timescale changes in external forcing conditions (e.g., seasonality in

subsurface inflow or hydraulic gradient), the USP regime is not always

stable or unstable, but experiences a dynamic transformation of

stability over time (Fang et al., 2022a). However, under the

dynamically stable-unstable regime, the quantitative characteristics of

salt finger movement also remain unclear.

To address these issues, we conducted numerical simulations to

investigate groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone during salt-

fingering flow. Specifically, the numerical model presented herein has

been verified in our previous experimental study in a laboratory

beach aquifer. Based on laboratory-scale simulation results, three key

objectives were addressed in this study: (a) quantify the movement

features of salt fingers and the response laws of FDZ; (b) examine the

influence of fixed subsurface inflow with an unstable USP regime on

the intertidal groundwater dynamics; and (c) reveal the influence of

seasonal subsurface inflow with a dynamically stable-unstable regime

on the intertidal groundwater dynamics.
2 Methodology

2.1 Laboratory beach aquifer

Our experimental studies of Fang et al. (2021; 2022a; 2022b)

have successfully confirmed the stable, unstable, and dynamically
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stable-unstable USP phenomena in the intertidal zone of coastal

aquifers. Laboratory experiments were conducted in a well-designed

sand tank with a dimension of 172.9 cm (length) × 45.0 cm (height)

× 8.0 cm (width) (Figure 2). The central chamber (gray section) was

filled with white quartz sand, which represents a quasi two-

dimensional profile of an unconfined aquifer with a beach slope

of 1/10.5. After sieving, the particle size of the quartz sand was

relatively uniform (d50 = 0.6 mm; d90/d10 = 2.4), and the average

hydraulic conductivity and porosity were 4.8 × 10-3 m/s and 0.4,

respectively. The sea level fluctuated over time via a tidal generator

(VHO) with a tidal amplitude of 2.2 cm and a period of 1 min.

Artificial seawater was prepared by dissolving 34.5 g sodium

chloride (NaCl, AR grade) and 1.5 g red food dye (Sinopharm

Chemical Reagent, Co., Ltd) per liter of deionized water. Food dyes

are often used in seawater tracing in the studies of groundwater-

seawater interactions due to their inert relationship (adsorption and

reaction) with quartz sand (Goswami and Clement, 2007).
2.2 Numerical simulations

In order to quantify groundwater dynamics in the intertidal

zone, a density-dependent and variably saturated groundwater flow

and solute transport program, FEFLOW, was used to numerically

simulate the interactions of groundwater and seawater in the

laboratory-scale aquifer. According to the setup of laboratory

experiments, the following assumptions were adopted in the

numerical model to simplify the problems: (a) the unconfined

aquifer was homogeneous and isotropic; (b) both the fluid and

the porous media were incompressible; and (c) the fluid density was

only related to solute concentration. Based on these assumptions,

we used the Richard’s equation and the advection-diffusion

equation to govern the processes of density-dependent and

variably saturated groundwater flow and solute transport

(Diersch, 2014). The relationship between relative permeability,

phase saturation, and capillary pressure was defined by the

following functions (Van Genuchten, 1980):

s = sr + (1 − sr)
1

1+jaY jn
h i n−1

nð Þ

kr = s1=2w 1 − 1 − s
n

n−1ð Þ
w

� � n−1
nð Þ( )2

sw = s−sr
1−sr

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(1)

where s and sr are the water saturation [-] and residual water

saturation [-], respectively; a and n are the constants; y is the

capillary pressure head [L]; kr is the relative hydraulic

conductivity [-].

The domain of numerical model was designed based on the

experiments, as highlighted by the gray section in Figure 2. The top

and bottom boundaries of the numerical model were set to a no-flux

condition. The freshwater boundary on the right was set to a given

flux with the solute concentration of 0 g/L. The sea boundary on the

left was defined as a tidal boundary that the sea level fluctuated over

time obeying a sinusoidal function (Fang et al., 2022b). During tidal

fluctuations, the model nodes above the sea level were set as a
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seepage face that allowed groundwater to discharge into the ocean,

and the nodes below the sea level were defined as a head condition

that changed with the tidal stage (Xin et al., 2015). The salt

concentration at the sea boundary was 36 g/L.

The hydrogeological parameters used in the numerical

simulations were consistent with those determined in laboratory

experiments (Table 1). We adopted the finite element method for

spatial discretization and refined the mesh in the intertidal zone.

The model domain was discretized into 398136 triangles with a total

number of nodes of 200165. This meshing met the criteria proposed

by Kooi et al. (2000), which dedicated to free convection in

groundwater environment.
2.3 Simulated scenarios

The laboratory-scale numerical model has been verified in our

previous study of Fang et al. (2022b) via a comparison of

experimental and simulation results of salinity distribution under

the stable, unstable, and dynamically stable-unstable regimes. In the

present study, the verified model was used to quantify the

characteristics of intertidal groundwater dynamics during salt-

fingering flow. We first defined a base case (case F1) to reveal in

detail the movement features of salt fingers and the response of FDZ
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
and explain their internal mechanisms. The USP regime in case F1

was unstable by fixing a low freshwater influx of 0.271 m3/d/m.

Next, the fixed freshwater influx was increased to 0.296 m3/d/m in

case F2 under an unstable USP regime in order to examine the

differences in the movement features of salt fingers. In the last trial,

seasonal freshwater inflow with the same varying range of 0.323–

0.271 m3/d/m was considered to generate a dynamically stable-

unstable intertidal environment. As field observations by Heiss and

Michael (2014) and Zhang B. et al. (2021) suggested that the

monthly variation of inland groundwater level was similar to a

sine or cosine cycle with a period of one year, seasonal freshwater

inflow in the present study was treated as a cosine function over

time. The period of seasonal influx was preset to 365 min in case S1

where intertidal groundwater dynamics under a dynamically stable-

unstable regime could be quantified. In cases S2 and S3, the

periods of seasonal influx were increased to 548 and 730 min,

respectively, investigating the influence of the period of seasonal

freshwater inflow.
2.4 Evaluation indexes

The movement of salt fingers in the intertidal zone was

measured by tracking transient changes in the position of the tip

and middle endpoints of target finger. The trial-and-error results

indicated that laboratory-scale fingers could be clearly outlined by

the 0.3 isohalines for external morphology and the 0.8 isohalines for

internal morphology. The deepest fronts of the external and internal

profiles were defined as the tip and middle endpoints of target

finger, respectively. Thus the horizontal (V_x) and vertical (V_z)

speed of the finger endpoints can be expressed as:

V =
dF x, zð Þ

dt
(2)

where F (x, z) is the coordinate offinger endpoint [L] and t is the

time [T]. For ease of understanding, we specified that salt finger

moved toward the sea in the horizontal direction and down in the

vertical direction with a positive speed, and a negative value was

defined in the opposite direction. The measurement offinger speeds

at the tip endpoint (TV_x and TV_z) and the middle endpoint
TABLE 1 Porous medium parameters used in the laboratory-scale
numerical model.

Parameter Unit Value

Porosity – 0.4

Hydraulic conductivity m/s 4.8×10-3

Longitudinal dispersivity m 0.0025

Transverse dispersivity m 0.00025

Molecular diffusion m2/s 1×10-9

Residual water saturation – 0.1

Constants n in the Van Genuchten functions – 2.68

Constants a in the Van Genuchten functions /m 7.8
FIGURE 2

Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The gray section is filled with quartz sand and represents the domain of the lab-scale numerical
model. This figure is revised from Fang et al. (2022a). MSL, mean sea level.
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(MV_x and MV_z) further investigated the speed differences at

different positions during salt finger movement. The difference

between the time when finger endpoints appeared and

disappeared in the aquifer was defined as the duration time of a

single salt finger. During salt-fingering flow, the salinity distribution

in the intertidal zone would possess a responsive change. The

change in the USP salt volume was measured by the USP salt

mass, and the change in the FDZ was quantified by the indexes of

the width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface and the flux of fresh

groundwater discharge.
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Movement of salt fingers and response
of FDZ

Numerical results of salinity distribution in case F1 with an

unstable USP regime are shown in Figure 3A. The solid and dashed

white lines represented the 0.3 and 0.8 isohalines, respectively,

which clearly outlined the shape of the tip and middle of the salt

finger. As observed in the study of Fang et al. (2021), salt fingers

were repeatedly generated and detached from the USP region,

which included the process of the development, separation, and

mergence. Figure 3A shows a snippet of this cyclic process. Salt

fingers occurred in the lower part of the USP, that is, between the

mid-tide mark and the low-tide mark. To quantify the movement

characteristics of salt fingers, a complete trajectory of the tip and

middle endpoints of the finger is recorded in Figure 3B. The cross

marks represented the position of the tip and middle endpoints of

the salt finger at the moment of Figure 3A. A continuous animation

of salt-fingering flow with slow motion is shown in Supplementary

Material Video 1 as an auxiliary illustration. As shown in Figure 3B,

salt finger movement was concentrated in the region between the

mid-tide mark and the low-tide mark. The middle endpoints of the

salt finger were closer to the low-tide mark at the same moment

than the tip endpoints. The duration of a salt finger movement cycle

was 28 min. The salt finger always moved horizontally toward the

sea, but in the vertical direction, the salt finger first moved slightly

downward and then continued upward. These caused the entire

trajectory of the salt finger to move closer to the low-tide mark, and
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
eventually the salt finger also disappeared near the low-tide mark.

The reasons for the change in the movement direction of the salt

finger were described in the next paragraph below.

The movement speed of the finger middle and tip endpoints,

including the horizontal and vertical components, is shown in

Figure 4. It should be noted that in this study we defined the salt

fingers moving toward the sea and downward at a positive speed.

The speed of the middle and tip of the salt finger possessed a similar

trend. Horizontally, the finger speed was positive, indicating the

movement toward the sea, and the speed value first increased, then

remained unchanged, and finally decreased. In the vertical

direction, the positive speed of salt finger decreased first,

indicating the movement downward. The finger speed was then

negative and the absolute value increased, which revealed the

upward movement of the finger with an increasing speed. In

addition to the influence of the gravity, the movement of salt

fingers was also affected by ambient freshwater flow in the FDZ

(Fang et al., 2021). Figure 5 shows the salinity distribution and

groundwater flow field in the intertidal zone at different times of

Figure 4. The middle and right panels indicate the scalar magnitude

of the horizontal and vertical components of flow velocity,

respectively. Driven by the inland hydraulic gradient, fresh

groundwater in the FDZ was discharged toward the sea, but there

was an upward component of flow velocity of freshwater near the

lower part of the USP. In this study, salt fingers formed below the

middle-tide mark, and the initial infiltration direction of gravity-

induced finger flow was also downward, which has been widely

confirmed in the Elder problem (Xie et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2012).

Thus, the salt finger first penetrated downward in the vertical

direction in Figures 3, 4. The upward discharge of fresh

groundwater in the FDZ region then pushed the finger upwards.

The movement speed of salt fingers was closely related to the

ambient flow of fresh groundwater. The middle panel of Figure 5

indicates the horizontal flow velocity of inland freshwater driving

the movement of the salt finger, highlighted by the “A” marker. At

12 min, the horizontal velocity in region A` was fast with a value of

50 m/d, while at the time of 1 min and 22 min, the horizontal

velocity in region A and A`` decreased to about 30 m/d. This

explained the trend of horizontal movement speed of the salt finger

in Figure 4 (first increasing, then constant, and finally decreasing).

At the development stage of salt fingers (0–5 min), the horizontal
A B

FIGURE 3

Simulated salinity distribution (A) and trajectory of salt finger movement (B) in case F1 with an unstable USP regime. The black circle indicates the
range of the intertidal zone, and the plus sign represents the salt finger endpoint.
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flow velocity of freshwater in region A was low, and thus, a small

driving force resulted in a slow movement of salt fingers in the

horizontal direction. The horizontal velocity of freshwater in region

A` was high at the separation stage (5–20 min), and the increased

driving force induced a rapid horizonal movement of salt fingers.

At the mergence stage (20–28 min), individual salt finger merged

with the SW, and the horizontal velocity of freshwater in region A``

near the residual finger was relatively small, which caused a slow

movement of the finger in the horizontal direction. The vertical flow

velocity of groundwater in the intertidal region is presented in the
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
right panel of Figure 5. The vertical flow velocity of freshwater in

region A increased over time (Figures 5A3–C3), and the increased

driving force led to an accelerated upward movement of salt

fingers (Figure 4).

Figure 6 records the changes in the USP salt mass (including

separated salt fingers), the width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface,

and the flux of fresh groundwater discharge during salt-fingering

flow. For convenience, the time in Figure 6 is the relative time with

the simulated time T1 as the reference. The shaded part is the

corresponding time in Figures 3, 4. The width of FDZ and the flux

of fresh groundwater discharge fluctuated over time, which was

significantly different from the result (constant with continuous

tidal cycles) in a stable USP regime (Kuan et al., 2012). The

variation trends of the FDZ width and fresh groundwater

discharge possessed a well agreement, suggesting that the width of

FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface can be used as an indicator of fresh

groundwater discharge, even in an unstable regime, to provide a

basis for field monitoring. The salt mass in the USP also fluctuated

over time, and the fluctuation trend was opposite to those of the

FDZ width and fresh groundwater discharge with a time delay.

There was a causal relationship between the USP salt mass, the

movement of salt fingers, and the FDZ width. During the period of

0–a, the USP salt mass increased with an increased gravity, thus

providing the potential for salt-fingering flow. This period

corresponded to the development stage of salt fingers in Figure 4.

The finger development compressed the space between the middle-

tide mark and the low-tide mark, which led to a decrease in the

width of FDZ. After the moment a, salt finger movement was in the

separation stage, and the USP salt mass reduced. The separation of

salt finger further compressed the FDZ region, and the width of

FDZ decreased. The finger was located in the middle between the

USP and SW (Figure 5B1) at the time b, and the width of FDZ was

minimal. After the moment b, the finger continued to move toward
FIGURE 4

Movement speed of salt finger measured by the tip (TV) and middle
(MV) endpoints, including the horizontal (x) and vertical (z)
components. The movement process of salt finger consists of three
stages: development, separation, and mergence.
A1 A2 A3

B1 B2 B3

C1 C2 C3

FIGURE 5

Salinity distribution and groundwater flow field in the intertidal zone during salt-fingering flow. The middle and right panels indicate the scalar
magnitude of the horizontal and vertical components of flow velocity, respectively.
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the SW, and the FDZ region between the finger and the USP

increased, resulting in an increase in the width of FDZ at the

aquifer-sea interface. The salt finger began to enter the mergence

stage (Figure 5C1) at the moment c, and the USP salt mass was

minimal. After that, the total salt mass of the USP rose as the salt

mass of the main part of the USP increased (laying the foundation

for the development of the next salt finger). At the moment d, the

salt finger disappeared in the intertidal zone, and the width of FDZ

was maximum. After the d moment, the expansion of USP

associated with an increase in salt mass provided a potential for

the next finger, which caused the FDZ space to be compressed and

decreased the width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface again.
3.2 Effect of fixed subsurface inflow

The changes in subsurface freshwater inflow can break the

balance between tidal forces and inland hydraulic gradients, and

thus induce the expansion or constriction of the USP in the

intertidal zone, altering the potential for salt-fingering flow (Fang

et al., 2021). Figure 7 shows the temporal data of the movement

trajectory and speed of salt finger under an increased freshwater

influx in case F2. The trajectories of the finger tip and middle are

indicated by B and B’, respectively. For comparison, the trajectory

under a small freshwater influx in case F1 as shown in Figure 3B is

also presented and represented by A and A’. As shown in Figure 7A,

the vertical infiltration depth of the finger decreased with an

increase in fixed freshwater inflows, due to the reduced potential

of salt-fingering flow. This led to a shrinkage of the movement range

of salt fingers in the intertidal zone under an increased freshwater

influx condition, and the location where the finger disappeared at

the aquifer-sea interface was far from the low-tide mark. In

addition, the period of salt finger movement was 20 min in case
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F2, which is also less than 28 min in case F1 with a small

freshwater inflow.

The variation trend of the movement speed of salt finger in case

F2 (Figure 7B) was basically consistent with that in case F1 with a

small freshwater inflow as shown in Figure 4. However, there were

also some differences in the movement speed under different

freshwater inflows. The horizontal speed of the salt finger was

about 9.5 m/d at the separation stage, which was greater than 8.1 m/

d in case F1. The maximum value of the vertical speed was 8.5 m/d,

faster than the result of 6 m/d in case F1. In the vertical direction,

the continuous upward movement of the finger was accompanied

by a negative speed. The average results of groundwater dynamics

in the intertidal zone under different freshwater inflows are listed in

Table 2. As inland freshwater influxes increased, the mean width of

FDZ and the mean flux of fresh groundwater discharge increased,

and the mean salt mass of USP decreased. Since the freshwater

velocity in the FDZ region near the low-tide mark was facing

upward and seaward, the increased freshwater discharge not only

limited the downward infiltration of the salt finger, but also

accelerated the horizontal and vertical movement of the salt

finger to disappear in the low-tide mark. So, in Table 2, the

average speed of the finger tip and middle in case F2 increased

compared to the results in case F1 with a small freshwater inflow. In

general, increased freshwater inflows compressed the active space of

the salt finger, accelerated its movement speed, and ultimately led to

a decrease in the duration time in the intertidal zone. These findings

highlighted the significant impact of fixed freshwater inflows on the

movement characteristics (trajectory, speed, and residence time) of

salt fingers. In real-world aquifers, both tidal amplitudes and inland

freshwater inputs vary instantaneously over time, which continues

to change the hydrodynamic conditions of the intertidal zone and

the potential of subsequent salt-fingering flow. Under these

transient hydrodynamic conditions, the movement characteristics
FIGURE 6

Temporal variation of the USP salt mass (including separated salt fingers), the width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface, and the flux of fresh
groundwater discharge during salt-fingering flow. The shaded part is the corresponding time in Figures 3, 4.
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of salt-fingering flow may differ from the above findings of the

fixed cases.
3.3 Effect of seasonal subsurface inflow

Figure 8 measures the temporal results of the finger speed,

width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface, fresh groundwater

discharge, and USP salt mass under the condition of seasonal

subsurface inflow. The seasonal influx varied between 0.323–0.271

m3/d/m with a period of 365 min, and it should be noted that the

USP regime was stable when the freshwater inflow was fixed at

0.323 m3/d/m. As shown in Figure 8B, the evolution trend of the

horizontal and vertical speeds of salt fingers in an individual finger

cycle was basically consistent with that in the fixed cases. The

duration time of salt finger movement in an individual cycle was

relatively short, with an average value of 17.49 min. Except for the

complete salt finger movement at the time of 250 min, the mergence
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stage was absent for other finger cycles. That is, before reaching the

SW, the salt finger had already flowed out of the intertidal zone. The

variation in the width of FDZ is also shown in Figure 8B. Consistent

with the results of the fixed cases (Figure 6), the time of salt finger

movement was around the time when the width of FDZ was

minimal. The evolution trend of the width of FDZ was consistent

with that of fresh groundwater discharge and opposite to that of the

USP salt mass with a certain delay (Figure 8C).

During the circulation of the variation in the USP salt mass and

the width of FDZ, not every cycle possessed a salt-fingering flow as

shown in Figure 8. For example, there was no salt finger movement

at 60 min. In addition, the duration time of salt-fingering flow was

also inconsistent in the cycles where salt finger occurred. For

example, the duration time was 27 min at the run time of about

250 min, while the duration time was 9 min at the run time of about

210 min. This indicated that the intensity of salt-fingering flow

varied over time under the condition of seasonal freshwater inflow.

In addition to gravity induced by the density difference, Fang

et al. (2022b) found that the fluctuations of USP interface caused by

seasonal freshwater inflow could generate interface perturbation

and thus triggered the onset of salt-fingering flow. The effect of

interface perturbation has been confirmed and identified as a

critical driver in other free- and mixed-convection systems

(Schincariol et al., 1997; Simmons and Narayan, 1997). In this

section, we quantified the interface perturbation in each cycle by

measuring the maximum difference in the USP salt mass, e.g., the

difference between the time a and c in Figure 6. Similarly, the

responsive change in the width of FDZ in each cycle was measured

by its maximum difference, as calculated between the time b and d

in Figure 6. The quantitative results of the duration time of salt

fingers, the maximum difference in the width of FDZ, and the

maximum difference in the USP salt mass in each cycle over one

365 min seasonal influxes are presented in Figure 9. In the cycle

where salt-fingering flow occurs, the differences in the FDZ width

and the USP salt mass are highlighted by the red color. The

differences in the FDZ width during the finger cycles were greater

than those in the no finger cycles. As the duration of salt finger

movement increased with the enhanced salt-fingering flow, the

difference in the FDZ width increased. Thus, the difference in the

FDZ width in the cycle can be termed as a positive response to the

intensity of salt-fingering flow. The duration of salt-fingering flow

was related to subsurface freshwater inflow and the difference in the

USP salt mass. At the time of 24 min, the seasonal influx of 0.320

m3/d/m was high with a strong resistance for salt-finger flow, and

the fixed case with the same flux was stable for the intertidal

environment. However, salt-fingering flow in the seasonal case

was generated at this moment because of the powerful interface

perturbation with the difference in the USP salt mass of 20 g/m
TABLE 2 Average results of groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone under different freshwater inflows.

Case
name

Width of
FDZ (m)

Freh groundwater discharge
(m3/d/m)

Salt mass of USP
(g/m)

TV_x
(m/d)

TV_z
(m/d)

MV_x
(m/d)

MV_z
(m/d)

Case F1 0.029 0.271 251 6.98 -1.78 7.31 -2.04

Case F2 0.034 0.292 225 8.83 -3.12 9.34 -3.85
fr
B

A

FIGURE 7

Movement trajectory (A) and speed (B) of salt finger under an
increased freshwater influx of 0.296 m3/d/m. The trajectories of the
finger tip and middle are indicated by B and B’, respectively. For
comparison, the trajectory under a small freshwater influx of 0.271
m3/d/m is also presented and represented by A and A’. The black
and red circles indicate the low and middle tide marks, respectively.
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FIGURE 9

Quantitative results of the duration time of salt fingers, the maximum difference in the width of FDZ, and the maximum difference in the USP salt
mass in each cycle over one 365 min seasonal influxes. In the cycle where salt-fingering flow occurs, the differences in the FDZ width and the USP
salt mass are highlighted by the red color. The seasonal variation of subsurface freshwater inflow is indicated by a solid blue line, corresponding to
the right coordinate.
A

B

C

FIGURE 8

Temporal characteristics of the finger speed, width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface (B), fresh groundwater discharge, and the USP salt mass (C)
under the condition of seasonal subsurface inflow (A). In (A), the seasonal influx varies between 0.323–0.271 m3/d/m with a period of 365 min.
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(Figure 9). Although the seasonal influx was decreased with a

decreasing resistance at the time of 60 min and 80 min, flow

instability did not occur at these moments, due to a decreased in

the difference in the USP salt mass illustrating a weak interface

perturbation (Fang et al., 2022b). At the time of 200 min,

notwithstanding the difference in the USP salt mass of 12 g/m

was close to that at the time of 60 min, the reduction of seasonal

influx associated with a decreasing resistance resulted in the onset of

flow instability. The longest duration of salt fingers accompanied

with the maximum intensity of flow instability was recorded at the

time of 245 min due to the largest difference in the USP salt mass

and a small seasonal influx, which led to a largest difference in the

width of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface.

Temporal changes in seasonal freshwater inflow can cause

additional interface perturbation and affect the occurrence of salt-

fingering flow. The period of seasonal freshwater inflow determines

the variation frequency of interface perturbation, thus affecting the

movement characteristics of salt fingers. Under the same fluctuation

range, the period of seasonal influx increased from 365 min to

548 min and 730 min, and the comparisons of the movement

speed of salt fingers and the duration time are shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10A counts the mean and range of the finger speed in the

horizontal and vertical directions. Under different periods, the mean

and extreme values of the finger speed were basically the same. The

mean duration of salt fingers decreased slightly with the increase of

freshwater periods (Figure 10B). Because the reduced frequency of

freshwater inflow led to a decrease in interface perturbation for the

intertidal environment, resulting in a decrease in the intensity of salt-

fingering flow (Fang et al., 2022b). This contributed to a reduce in the

proportion of the duration time of salt finger movement to the

freshwater period as the period increased.
3.4 Implications

Under the influence of salt-fingering flow, the FDZ in the

intertidal zone and the discharge position at the aquifer-sea
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interface continue to change over time, which makes trouble for

field monitoring of SGD. This study found that the variation trends

of the FDZ width at the aquifer-sea interface and fresh SGD

possessed a well agreement under the influence of salt-fingering

flow (Figure 6). We suggested that the width of FDZ at the aquifer-

sea interface can be used as an indicator of fresh SGD, even in an

unstable regime, to provide a basis for field monitoring. Fang et al.

(2021) reviewed the absence of field studies regarding salt-fingering

flow and pointed out a critical reason that traditional monitoring

strategies were not suitable for rapid changes in the intertidal

salinity. Geophysical methods are fast and efficient, and can

invert intertidal salinity evolutions by monitoring electromagnetic

information (Huizer et al., 2017). In the sandy tidal flat of Shilaoren,

Jiaozhou Bay, Zhang Y. et al. (2021; 2023) and Xing et al. (2023)

capture the temporal movement of salt-fingering flow via electrical

resistivity tomography. Therefore, for SGD field monitoring under

the influence of salt-fingering flow, we can use geophysical methods

to invert the intertidal salinity distribution, and then accurately

capture the width and location of FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface,

and finally estimate the temporal and spatial variation of fresh SGD.

The speed and duration of salt finger movement change

significantly with external forces, which has important implications

for field monitoring. The results in Figure 7 and Table 2 indicated

that with the increase of subsurface freshwater inflow, the active space

of salt fingers was compressed, and the movement speed increased,

thus reducing the duration time of salt fingers in the intertidal zone.

Field monitoring of salt-fingering flow is already difficult, but the

weak flow instability with a fast movement speed and a short

duration time due to increased subsurface inflow, may further

increase the difficulty of field monitoring of salt-fingering flow.

Therefore, increased caution must be taken in field measurements

if a weak salt-fingering flow in the intertidal zone is expect under

specific hydrogeological conditions.

Transient changes in the external forces of coastal aquifers, such

as seasonal or daily seawater temperatures (Bhagat et al., 2021),

spring-neap variability in tidal amplitude (Glaser et al., 2021), and

seasonality in subsurface inflow or hydraulic gradient (Qu et al.,
A B

FIGURE 10

Comparisons of the movement speed (A) of salt fingers and the duration time (B) under different seasonal freshwater periods. In (A), the mean and
range (extremum values) of the finger speed in the horizontal and vertical directions are displayed. In (B), the column chart corresponds to the left
coordinate, and the scatter plot corresponds to the right coordinate.
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2020), will generate a dynamic intertidal environment and induce

the evolution of the USP associated with interface perturbation.

Interface perturbation has been confirmed to be an important

mechanism for the onset of free convection or mixing convection

(Schincariol et al., 1997). Figures 8 and 9 show that under the

fluctuation of seasonal freshwater inflow, salt-fingering flow not

only occurs at the time of a low freshwater influx, but also generates

when the freshwater influx is high. And the fixed case with the same

high flux is stable for the intertidal environment. By measuring the

interface perturbation by the maximum difference in the USP salt

mass in each cycle, we found that the important reason for the

formation of salt-fingering flow at a high freshwater inflow is the

powerful interface perturbation with a large difference in the USP

salt mass. The transient external forces accompanied with interface

perturbation induced variable and complex movement features of

salt fingers including speed and duration time (Figure 9), in contrast

to the results under the condition of fixed external forces. Real-

world aquifers usually subject to the combined influence of multiple

external forces and possess a more complex intertidal environment,

which may lead to more complex and variable movement

characteristics of salt-fingering flow. Notwithstanding, this study

found that the duration and proportion of salt-fingering flow

decreased as the period of seasonal freshwater inflow increased

due to the weak interface perturbation. This gives us some insight

into the estimation of the movement characteristics of salt-fingering

flow under multiple instantaneous forces.

The movement of salt fingers in the intertidal zone has an

important impact on SGD and related solute transport. As shown in

Figure 6, salt finger movement caused the responsive changes in the

width of FDZ and fresh SGD fluxes. Terrigenous matter carried by

fresh SGD and sea-derived matter delivered by salt SGD are mixed

at the USP edge and experience biogeochemical reactions (Heiss

et al., 2020). This mixing zone is also known as a subterranean

estuary (Robinson et al., 2018). The movement speed and duration

time of salt fingers determine the reaction time between terrigenous

matter and sea-derived matter and thus affect the reaction rate of

subterranean estuaries, which finally determines the chemical loads

of land- and sea-derived matters discharged into the ocean. As

shown in Figure 4, there is a long duration time and a wide active

region as the flow instability is forceful. This is conducive to the

reaction of subterranean estuaries, and the reaction position can be

extended to the lower part of the aquifer with the enhancement of

salt-fingering flow. However, when salt-fingering flow is weak

(Figure 7), the finger moves with an increased speed and a

compressed active space, and the duration time decreases, which

is not conducive to the reaction of subterranean estuaries.

Real-world aquifers usually subject to the combined influence of

multiple external forces (e.g., seasonal or daily seawater

temperatures (Bhagat et al., 2021), spring-neap variability in tidal

amplitude (Glaser et al., 2021), and seasonality in subsurface inflow

or hydraulic gradient (Qu et al., 2020)) and possess a more complex

intertidal environment, which may lead to more complex and

variable movement characteristics of salt-fingering flow than

presented in this study. Moreover, the complexity of coastal
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aquifers such as heterogeneity and anisotropy, is neglected.

Greskowiak (2014) found that a high horizontal hydraulic

conductivity favors ambient groundwater flow, thus inhibiting the

generation of salt-fingering flow. While a high vertical hydraulic

conductivity provides better conditions for a downward movement

of the denser saline plume and supports fingering flow. The

investigations in other instability systems (e.g., Elder problem)

provide an insight into the critical effect of heterogeneity on flow

instability, but there are no general conclusions for inhibition or

support, which depends on the structure and variance of the

permeability field. Thus, the complexity of coastal aquifers is

highly likely to affect the onset of salt-finger flow and subsequent

movement characteristics. Future studies are required to investigate

the combined influence of multiple external forces and the

complexity of coastal aquifers. Nevertheless, this study provides a

useful assessment of groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone

during salt-fingering flow under the conditions with fixed and

temporal external forces, which lays the foundation for gaining a

better understanding of the potential implications of salt-fingering

flow on SGD and related solute transports.
4 Conclusions

This study conducted laboratory-scale numerical simulations to

investigate groundwater dynamics in the intertidal zone during salt-

fingering flow. The movement features of salt fingers and the

response laws of FDZ were carefully quantified. The key new

findings are summarized as follows:

During salt-fingering flow, the finger was repeatedly generated

and detached from the USP region, which included the process of

the development, separation, and mergence. Horizontally, the finger

moved toward the sea, and the finger speed first increased at the

development stage, then remained unchanged at the separation

stage, and finally decreased at the mergence stage. The movement

speed of salt fingers was closely related to ambient freshwater flow

in the FDZ. In the vertical direction, the finger first permeated

downward with a decreasing speed, and then the upward discharge

of fresh groundwater in the FDZ region with an increased flow

velocity pushed the finger upwards with an increasing speed.

In contrast to the results in a stable USP regime, the width of

FDZ at the aquifer-sea interface fluctuated over time, and the

variation trends possessed a well agreement with the flux of fresh

groundwater discharge. This suggested that the width of FDZ at the

aquifer-sea interface can be used as an indicator of fresh

groundwater discharge, even in an unstable regime, to provide a

basis for field monitoring. There was a causal relationship between

the USP salt mass, the movement of salt fingers, and the FDZ width

at the aquifer-sea interface.

As fixed subsurface inflow increased, the movement range of salt

finger was compressed in the intertidal zone, and the location where

the finger disappeared at the aquifer-sea interface was far from the

low-tide mark. The increased freshwater discharge not only limited

the downward infiltration of salt fingers, but also accelerated the
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horizontal and vertically upward movement of salt fingers. These

ultimately led to a decrease in the duration time in the intertidal zone.

Temporal changes in seasonal freshwater inflow could cause

additional interface perturbation and affected the occurrence of salt-

fingering flow and subsequent movement characteristics. The

intensity of salt-fingering flow varied over time under the

condition of seasonal freshwater inflow. The duration time of salt

finger movement in an individual cycle was relatively short, with an

average value of 17.49 min less than that of 20–28 min in fixed

cases. The difference in the FDZ width at the aquifer-sea interface in

the cycle was identified as a positive response to the intensity of salt-

fingering flow. The mean duration of salt fingers decreased slightly

with the increase of seasonal freshwater periods due to a decrease in

the interface perturbation for the intertidal environment.
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